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This conference was held by the NATO Innovation Network, which was hosted by Mark 
Rowland who invited 4 representatives from 3 Countries to engage in a panel discussion.

Tony Collins - Defense and Security

(United Kingdom)

Eric Fournier - National Defense

Director General Innovation

(Canada)

Martin Salinas -  Chief Operating Officer of AFWERX

(United States of America)

Walter McMillan - Director of SpaceWERX.

(United States of America)

A Canadian program called IDEaS, was launched in 2018 and the main purpose was to
connect with innovators across Canada to help solve issues of National Defense. There are
numerous individuals involved within the program, such as small enterprises, large industries,
academia, and non-profit organizations. The program is challenge-based, meaning the entire
national defense department can provide challenges to the program so that they can be displayed
to the innovators who can help to solve them. Most challenges mainly come from the
stakeholders such as the army, air force, and the navy. To assist with solving these challenges,
IDEaS created 5 tools: test drive, competitive projects, contests, innovation network, and
sandboxes; which all have mobility and integrity. When the program was initially launched, it
issued 63 challenges, currently the program has reached approximately 6,000 innovators. The
program has a budget of $180 million to spend on commodities needed to keep the program
operational. Some of the recent developments of the marketplace is the NATO Innovation
Challenge with competitive projects such as the Invisible Threat, Erosion from Motion, Less
GHCs on the Seas, Low Profile etc. IDEaS is a web-based program, and its contents and
programs can easily be discovered with a search engine.

The second program that launched was Defense and Security Accelerators (DASA),
based in the United Kingdom, the program funds innovators who develop ideas and solutions for
the defense. However, the program does not claim the intellectual property of the innovators.
DASA discovers and funds exploitable innovation to support the UK defense and security while



doing so quickly and effectively, with the main goal being to provide assistance to the UK.
DASA achieves all of this through the Ministry of Defense (army, navy, air force), Security
Departments (Home Office & Bank of England), SMEs, academia, and large suppliers. The
scope is based on any level of development, scientific finds, technology, service providers,
innovative creators, and anyone with experience in marketing. Originally, the funding was
contracted at 934 projects along with a €155.3 million investment. Currently, the program has
become popular with a success rate of 18%. Phase 1 of the project had a 25% success rate where
€112,000 was invested, and phase 2 acquired a 27% success rate where €336,000 was funded. In
2022, the estimated fund is €60 million. During this year, the primary focus is on the Oxford
Space System, which happens to be Europe’s first flight-proven satellite antenna.

AFWERX is another program based in the United States, and its main focus is on
capability and development. This program has expanded technology and is divided into a group
of programs: AFVENTURES and SPARK which are focused on technology, and ACQ
AFWERX PRIME expanded in transition. All in all, the program is a combination of multiple
startups. The origins of the entire program was derived from SPARK. Due to the positive
feedback, this led to the creation of an innovative culture. The program looks for small business
startups, and innovative companies that are willing to bring in new technology. The program was
very successful considering AFVENTURES and ACQ launched in the span of a year, while
1,400 companies enter the ecosystem annually. The ecosystem has different phases, phase 1 is a
white paper phase where people jot down and bring ideas, phase 2 is translating the ideas that
have been presented into a prototype. One thing to keep in mind when looking at a program of
such intensity and innovative creation, not every idea will be able to be put to use. In this phase,
there’s tactical funding and more runway to bring the product to the customer. Last but not least,
phase 3 is the part where the organization jumps in and funds operationalization, attracts
commercial funding, invites private organizations, and partners to reduce risks. This leads us to
PRIME, where there’s a partnership in the industry, bringing capability and advancing American
leadership and technology.

Another program worth mentioning related to AFWERX is SPACE WERX. There is no
difference between the two as they use the same tools. However, this program does have lower
barriers in order to reach more companies to partner and fund ideas. They bring the issues while
the program helps with solving the problem. In relation to phase 2, startups get more engagement
with the prototype by telling the long-term investors for the government, bringing the
investments element to the program, showing commitment to the government, and being able to
have access to use commercial technology. One of the most helpful tools used is Market
Research, where 80% of the investment soars, and opportunities are available while obtaining a
platform where users understand the prototype. As for the first Space Prime Initiative, the focus
was mainly on orbital services and manufacturing. By using the AFWERX portfolio tools, it
sends a strong message to the ecosystem by showcasing the missionary role they want to explore.



Questions relating to the conference, to further understanding:

1. How do you support this push to get innovation all the way through to the work filter as fast as
possible and avoid the so-called “valley of death”?

The tools the programs use are very efficient and the technology does push a lot. Other
factors that help are competitions held that have a winner. Test drives and evaluation of the
projects also help with operations. Tech assessments are mainly given by mechanics and
engineers. There are tests for the resources that will later on be available to the public. Once
there is a prototype, there is a need to find the use of it. This can now be done by understanding
how to truly partake in commercial capability since not all programs are going to graduate.

2. How are each of your different services supporting access to the latest technology for each
service?

A strategic review in 2015, showed that it is hard getting access to cutting-edge
commercial innovation. Therefore, there is a need for funding the efforts to reach all sorts of
innovation. Sometimes the innovators have no prior experience since over half of the innovators
are outside the defense program. That's why there is a need to get over barriers and socialize, get
people to familiarize themselves with defense and security to understand that this is a valuable
market. Meeting people and assisting with funding, and convincing them to stay since they can
make good profits on this market.

3. What are you doing within your service to try and drive collaboration within your
organization? What are you doing to try and help collaboration across other NATO partners that
you have; so that you can have more efficient collaboration?

Collaboration is hard, having innovators work together is something that brings in new
thinking and new approaches, these can be people from academia or a specific group of
industries. Teams are built with a series of innovators, and in the beginning, members of the team
can fall behind since they are focused mainly on team building. However, over time, these
challenges change. Collaboration is hard since one key component of it is time, which is the
speed of relevance. Another key component is location, the closer the innovators are, that makes
communication easier. What fellow innovators are doing in the ecosystem becomes very
important; learning and understanding how to use the tools are critical. Communication between
the organizations requires consistency, continuously sharing lessons learned, and understanding
the content on each portfolio. Conversations about how to align the resources to better elaborate
with these startups of the small businesses is also an effective task. Making all organizations
align and commit resources is very important due to the fact that it is not a competitive
environment but rather a collaborative one.



4. Within a challenge-based innovation system how important is it on having the individual that
came up with the idea engaged and willing to put funding to solve the problem?

The owners of the problem are the stakeholders (government, navy, army, air force), they
need to be engaged to make sure that the solution being generated is the accurate one. They are
part of the process, however, the program doesn’t want them engaged. Practically, the issue is
brought to the attention of all innovators, then it is determined who is going to offer a solution to
these problems. Then on the other stages, there is more collaboration by bringing stakeholders.
This entire process is important as we start with a real issue owned by someone, while funding it,
makes it much more helpful. It is critical since the program isn’t about buying and purchasing
but about developing.

5. How do any of your services develop trust and maintain trust within the industry through the
innovation process?

First, the easiest way is commitment through a contract and then real funding starts to
show in the improvement of these industries. The other piece is transparency, being very
transparent on what the program is looking for and what the requirements are, while helping the
startup of the business understand the mission. Communication and transparency are key. Honest
feedback, telling people about the opportunity, allocation, and guiding them to other competitors
when the program is not interested or cannot support the idea. Keeping watch on actions is
needed since it is necessary to meet schedules, keep trust and persistence on building
relationships. Last but not least, keeping promises becomes the component that makes the
difference with competitors. If the innovators say that they will deliver a product they have to
keep up with what they have said.

6. When engagement and cooperation from the international community becomes a problem, in
support of innovation, how can this issue be unpacked as well actioned?

Engage with the government/NATO partners and join competitions. The importance of
engaging with NATO innovations internationally, because the program is open to all innovators
from NATO partners, and many more. Making things transparent to promote these ideas, then
gaining visibility and engagement, while communicating widely. When touching on International
Engagement or participation, all calls become opened around the world. Inside NATO, there is a
need to be able operate on these issues, through government engagement. The most difficult part
is integrating peace and understanding how to play across the international community; which
contributes to solving the challenges that the programs have. Mediation becomes a prime
initiative due to it being a complex challenge across the community. Thus, raising the hopes that
there will be more collaboration across international units.

7. Have you measured the success of the innovation? What would you consider as one of the
biggest achievements so far?



There is a gold standard. The goal stands within how many times the programs rapidly
field new and innovative capabilities into the hands of their people. There are so many ways to
be successful, which includes new ways to collaborate, find partners, and looking for ways that
haven’t been discovered. Advanced air mobility is thought to be commercialized by 2030. In this
phase, there is a need for business development to engage the new technologies that will make a
difference. An example of this case is drone technology, no one would have imagined that we
would use them for more than just hobbies, failing to realize that it could become as successful
as it has. Being able to convince people that the program works becomes the biggest
achievement. A possibility to find real solutions which changes everything and justifies the
million dollars spent on the programs.




